
Robert Smith 
Network Systems Engineer II

PERSONAL STATEMENT

knowledge to a company needing Network Systems Administration or an IT 
team dedicated to server and backup administration. Deployment of new 
technologies in the interest of providing efficiency, improving the company 
productivity, and relevance.

WORK EXPERIENCE

Network Systems Engineer II
ABC Corporation -   2002 – 2006 

Responsibilities:

 Tier three troubleshooting of all end user access problems collaborating 
with all helpdesk personnel and vendors to resolve issues.

 Helped design complex computer networks and participated on a 
design review board to assure products were production ready.

 Collaborated on a task force to produce repeatable processes to 
improve time spent deploying new technologies Analyzed data circuits 
assuring they were sized according to utilization which generated 
thousands of dollars in monthly spending.

 Monitored telecommunications bills which ensured CSAA paid only for 
the resources being used.

 Assured network hardware and old circuits were recovered from closing 
offices which provided a significant savings.

 Designed rack space for new hardware and circuit extensions and 
administered firewall requests, securing the network from external 
providers.

 Compared several tools to fit unique needs of new department, 
implemented several network management tools and trained users 
allowing faster, more precise repairs.

Network Systems Engineer
ABC Corporation -   2001 – 2002 

Responsibilities:

 Tier three troubleshooting of all end user access problems working hand
in hand with all helpdesk personnel and vendors to resolve these issues.

 Helped design complex computer networks and participated on a 
design review board to assure products and services were ready to roll 
seamlessly in to production.

 Collaborated on a task force to produce repeatable processes to 
improve time spent deploying new technologies Analyzed data circuits 
assuring they were sized according to utilization which generated 
thousands of dollars of monthly savings.

 Monitored telecommunications bills to ensure CSAA paid only for the 
resources being used.

 Assured network hardware and old circuits were recovered from closing 
offices which provided a significant savings.

 Designed rack space for new hardware and circuit extensions and 
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SKILLS

Networking, Project 
Management, Risk 
Management, Training, 
Team Player.

LANGUAGES

English (Native)
French (Professional)
Spanish (Professional)

INTERESTS

Climbing
Snowboarding
Cooking
Reading

REFERENCES

Reference – 1 (Company 
Name)
Reference – 2 (Company 
Name)
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administered firewall requests, securing the network from external 
providers.

 Compared several tools to fit the unique needs of a new department, 
implemented several network management tools and trained users 
allowing faster, more precise repairs.

Education

Bachelor of Science in Education - (University of Illinois at Chicago - 
Chicago, IL)
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